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ABSTRACT  
 

 

 Entrepreneurship is the backbone or strategies for economic development all over the world, and 

it plays crucial roles in jobs creation, revenue and social changes, particularly on sustainable 

economic development of a nation like Nigeria. This paper is concerned on the factors affecting 

the effectiveness of government efforts towards entrepreneurship development. Major 

government policies and programmes were examined to identify the inherent weaknesses 

supported by empirical and theoretical literature. This paper reveal that such initiatives by the 

government fails to achieve its objectives due to bureaucracies, corruption, inadequate 

infrastructural facilities and inconsistent policies and so on, entrepreneurship has a lot of 

prospects in the country. The paper conclude that entrepreneurship in other country’s is an 

engine for job creation, innovation and diversification strategy, and Nigeria entrepreneur’s have 

a long way to go before they can effectively drive changes on sustainable economic development 

process; and recommend that government should recognized the importance of entrepreneurship 

to sustainable economic development by enacting good policies, environment for private sector 

led investments, adequate infrastructural facilities and all necessary supports for prosperous 

economic development. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

Keusahawanan adalah tulang belakang atau strategi untuk pembangunan ekonomi di seluruh 

dunia, dan ia memainkan peranan penting dalam penciptaan pekerjaan, pendapatan dan 

perubahan sosial, terutamanya pada pembangunan ekonomi yang mapan di negara seperti 

Nigeria. Kajian ini prihatin terhadap faktor-faktor yang mempengaruhi keberkesanan usaha 

kerajaan terhadap pembangunan keusahawanan. Dasar dan program kerajaan utama diperiksa 

untuk mengenalpasti kelemahan yang disokong oleh kesusasteraan empirikal dan teoritis. Kertas 

ini mendedahkan bahawa inisiatif sedemikian oleh kerajaan gagal mencapai matlamatnya 

disebabkan oleh birokrasi, rasuah, kemudahan infrastruktur yang tidak mencukupi dan dasar 

tidak konsisten dan sebagainya, keusahawanan mempunyai banyak prospek di negara ini. 

Makalah menyimpulkan bahawa keusahawanan di negara lain adalah sebuah enjin untuk 

penciptaan pekerjaan, inovasi dan strategi kepelbagaian, dan usahawan Nigeria sudah jauh 

sebelum mereka dapat memacu perubahan secara berkesan dalam proses pembangunan ekonomi 
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yang mampan; dan mencadangkan agar kerajaan harus mengiktiraf kepentingan keusahawanan 

untuk pembangunan ekonomi yang mampan dengan menggubal dasar yang baik, persekitaran 

untuk pelaburan yang diterajui oleh sektor swasta, kemudahan infrastruktur yang mencukupi dan 

semua sokongan yang diperlukan bagi pembangunan ekonomi yang makmur. 

 

Kata Kunci: Keusahawanan, Perkembangan Ekonomi, Kerajaan, Strategi, Prospek 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Entrepreneurship is one of the most important strategies for sustainable economic growth and 

development in developing nations like Nigeria. Several efforts such as entrepreneurship 

development initiatives and programmes which includes NEPC, YouWIN, YEDP, SMEDAN 

etc, are been made by the government to promote entrepreneurship activities in the country, but 

these initiatives and programmes fails to achieve their stated objectives despite huge resources 

invested as a result of poor implementations due to corruption, inconsistent policies, inadequate 

sufficient infrastructural facilities, political influences etc. If the identified challenges were 

properly addressed, then entrepreneurship has prospects that would lead to sustainable economic 

development through creation of mass employment, increase in per capital income, improved 

economic performance, innovations of ideas and diversification; and requires increased private 

investment, this will result in an enhanced productivity to stimulate and to prosper , also generate 

more employment opportunities. 

 

Entrepreneurship has become the engine of economic and social development throughout the 

work (Audretsch, 2003).Entrepreneurship is sees as an effective means not only of combating 

unemployment, poverty and under-development in the developing nations, but also as a strategy 

for rapid economic development in both developed and developing nations (Schumpeter, 1934; 

Morries & Lewis, 1991; Hamilton,2000; Clausen,2006). Is the process of creating new products, 

services and ideas by pooling resources and efforts together in order to generate more wealth for 

the transformation of the economy after a deli gent consideration of the risk and bottlenecks that 

are available in the environment (Itodo, 2011). Entrepreneurship is known to be a leading vehicle 

of job creation and economic growth all over the world. As such attention to the needs of 

entrepreneurs by creating strong infrastructural framework, conducive policy & regulatory 

environments and strong legal protection, it intellectual property right and infant industries, and 

also technologies from unfair competition,(Aliko Dangote, 2016). Naude (2011), contends that 

global development is entering a phase, where entrepreneurship will increasingly play a more 

important role. He adduces three reasons for this development. The first – is that the managed 

economy of the 1970s – 2000 in the west, characterized by reliance on big business and mass 

production, has given way to so a called entrepreneurial economy. Where knowledge – driven 

goods and services are more flexible provided by smaller, creative’s class. Secondly, impressive 

growth in the emerging economies, notably Brazil, Russia, India, china and Malaysia, has been 

driven by innovations entrepreneurial revolution. Thirdly, in the least developed countries, where 

dependency is high, donor agencies have been shifting emphasis in development cooperation 

towards private sector development. 

 

According to the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD); sustainable 

development is the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
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ability of the future generations to meets their own needs. True sustainability means a major shift 

from existing techniques and organization of production (in area as Agriculture, Energy, 

Industry, Renewable resources system) to newer techniques that will practically address the real 

issues without jeopardizing the future, but instead, present it (A.V. Adejumo & O.O. Adejumo, 

2014). Lele (1991), describes sustainable development as a new way of life and approach to 

social and economic activities for all societies, rich and poor which is compatible with the 

preservation of the environment. Economic development this involves achieving a balance in all 

sector of the economy in the process of production of goods and services be it agriculture, 

finance, manufacturing, health, education etc (A.V. Adejumo, 2014). 

 

In this respect, this paper seeks to highlight the major issues, challenges and prospects of 

entrepreneurship in Nigeria, and proposing some strategies that can promote effective 

entrepreneurship that will help for sustainable economic development. 

   

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Conceptual Framework 

                                  

Concepts of Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship is the capacity and willingness to develop, organize and manage a business 

venture along with any of its risks in order to make profit; starting a new business is one of the 

obvious ways of venturing into entrepreneurship (Business Dictionary). Peterson (1985) 

describes entrepreneurship succinctly as the identical and exploitation of an opportunity. 

Entrepreneurship is a process involving various actions to be taken to established an enterprises; 

is the force of creative destruction whereby established way of doing things are destroyed by 

creating a new and better ways of getting things done(J. A. Schumpeter,1934). 

 

Entrepreneurship is the capacity for innovation investment and expansion in new market product 

and technique (N.H.Leff,1991). From functional view point entrepreneurship is defined as the 

combination of activities such as perception of market opportunities, gaining command over 

scares resources, purchasing inputs, responding to competition and maintaining relation with 

political administration and public bureaucracy for concession licenses and taxes 

etc(S.S.Kanaka,1994). According to Aliko Dangote(2016); Entrepreneurship is known to be a 

leading vehicle of job creation and economic growth all over the world. Entrepreneurship is a 

complex term that is often defined as simply as running your business (P.Jenifer, 2017).  

    

Concepts of Economic Development 

Economic development is defined as the process of increase volume of production along with the 

improvement in technology, a rise in the level of living, institutional changes etc, in short it is the 

progress in the socio – economic structure of the country (S. Surbhi, 2015). Economic 

development involves achieving a balance in all sectors of economy in the process of production 

of goods and services be it agriculture, finance, manufacturing, health, education etc 

(A.V.Ajdejumo, 2014). Is an efforts that seek to improve the economic well – being and quality 

of life for a community by creating and/or retaining job and supporting or growing incomes and 
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the taxes base; Economic development encompasses three major areas(Salmon Valley Business 

& Innovation Centre, 2011); -  

   * Policies that government undertake to meet broad economic objectives such as price  

stability, high employment, expanded tax base and sustainable growth such efforts include 

monetary and fiscal policies, regulation of financial institution, trade and tax policies. 

    * Policies and programmes to provide infrastructural and services such as highways, parks, 

affordable housing, crime prevention and educational programmes & projects. 

    * Policies and programmes explicitly directed at job creation and retention through specific 

efforts in business finance, marketing, neighborhood development, small business start up and 

expansion, technology transfer, workforce training and real estate development. 

 

  

THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Theories of Entrepreneurship 

Kizner(1997,13); argues that entrepreneurs are the key determinants of economic equilibrium in 

the course of exploiting favorable opportunities in the environment, even through the attainment 

of the equilibrium position is practically not feasible due to imperfect distribution of information 

in the environment. Kunkel theory classified entrepreneurs as active risk takers because all 

entrepreneurial ventures are identified with different degree of risks. In this end he propose that 

government intervention programmes and activities are keenly needed in order to minimize the 

vagaries of risk and other forms of environmental challenges on entrepreneurial ventures(Itodo, 

2011,55). 

 

Joseph Schumpeter’s (1934); He acknowledges that the extent by which an entrepreneur searches 

for new opportunities in the market is a critical factor, which breaks disequilibrium in an 

economy. To him entrepreneur is a resource or co – partner establishing an entrepreneurial 

business. David McClelland (1965); He emphases that the practice of entrepreneurship is geared 

by the need for achievement as propagated by the behavioral school of thought. He holds that 

entrepreneurs are stimulated by an internal drive such as inmate desire for responsibility, 

independence, self – efficacy and confidence and also high need for achievement in order to 

embark on any form of entrepreneurial activity. 

 

Mark C. Casson  (1982); According to him entrepreneurs are set of individuals that have dozens 

of skills and varieties of knowledge in comparison with non – entrepreneurs (general public). It 

is against this background that the entrepreneurs are able to plan, organize and coordinate the 

limited resources in order to create more wealth. Casson’s positions is contrary to the ones 

argued by the neoclassical and the orthodox economist because of their static nature, inability to 

expatiate and critically identify the role of entrepreneurs towards economic development as they 

are already perform by someone else. Hagen’s (1962); maintains that economic growth can 

occur, only when there is a definite change from traditionally oriented personality, associated 

with self – centeredness, low esteem, and authoritarian overtones to a more modern open and 

innovative personality structure(Mowlana & Wilson, 1990). Entrepreneurship as the dynamic 

process of creating incremental wealth; The wealth is created by individual who assume the 

major risk in terms of equity, time and/or career commitment or provide values for some 

products or services, the product or services may or may not be new or unique, but the values 
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must be somehow be infused by the entrepreneur receiving and locating the necessary skill and 

resources, (Ronstctt, 1984). 

                                            

Theories of Economic Development  

Keynesian theory focuses on the sustainable economic development and the role of economic 

policy in the achievement of macro – economic objectives; it postulate emphasis’s on demand 

management policies can and should be used to improve macro economic performance and 

sustainability. That is macro – economic policies should involve setting monetary and fiscal 

variables in each time period at the values which are thought necessary to achieve the 

government objectives,(Abata, Kehinde & Bolarinwa, 2012). Therefore, based on the Keynesian 

economic growth model financing small and medium enterprises (SMEs) should be part of the 

macro – economic policies of government in which both the fiscal and monetary policies should 

recognize to achieve the desired level of economic growth and development,(Abdul – Kemi & 

Idris Zubair, 2014).  

 

 

SOME GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES AND PROGRAMMES FOR 

ENTREPRENUERSHIP  DEVELOPMENT IN NIGERIA 
The Nigerian Export Promotion Council (NEPC); was established through the promulgation 

of the NEPC act of 1976 and formally inaugurated in March, 1977. The council’s amendment 

decree of 1992 was to minimize the bureaucratic bottlenecks and increase autonomy in dealing 

with members of the organized private sector. Its goals and mission are to make the non – oil 

export sector a significant contributor to Nigerian GDP, facilitate opportunities for exporters to 

promote sustainable economic development. 

 

The Nigerian Investment Promoting Commission (NIPC); is an agency of the federal 

government which was established in 1995, to among the other things “coordinate, monitor, 

encourage and provide necessary stance and guidance for the establishment and operation of 

enterprises in Nigeria. By this decree the government abolished almost all restrictions in 

investment, especially restriction on foreign investment into the Nigerian economy, most of this 

efforts of the NIPC are therefore, focused on attracting foreign investments. 

 

Small and Medium Enterprise Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN); was established 

by the federal government of Nigeria during the era of Chief Olusegun Obsanjo, with the aim of 

developing the SMEs, because of their dominant roles in the economy of both the developed and 

developing countries. The vision of the agency was to basically to established well organized, 

structured and efficient SMEs that will sustain economic growth and development of Nigeria and 

to compete favorably with their counterparts in international market. 

 

Small and Medium Industries Equity Investment Schemes (SMIEIS); is voluntary initiative 

of the bank’s committee approved at its 246
th

 meeting held on 21
st
 Dec. 1999. The initiative was 

in response to the federal government concerns and policy measures for promotion of small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs) as vehicles for rapid industrialization, sustainable economic 

development, poverty alleviation and employment generation. The scheme requires all banks in 

Nigeria to set aside ten percent (10%) of their profit after tax (PAT) for equity investment and 

promotion of small and medium enterprises. 
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Youth Enterprises With Innovation in Nigeria (You WIN); This is one of the latest initiatives 

of the federal government of Nigeria, aimed at developing entrepreneurship in the country. It is 

defined as an innovative business plans competition aimed at job creation by encouraging and 

supporting entrepreneurial youth in Nigeria to develop and execute business ideas (You WIN, 

2013). 

Youth Entrepreneurship Development Programmes (YEDP); was lunch on 15
th

 March, 

2016; To enhance the development of the ingenuity and resourceful of Nigerian youths for 

maximum economic. The aim of YEDP is to fixed the triple barreled constraints of insufficiency, 

high cost and inadequate term of capital usually faced by youth entrepreneur’s and start ups. 

 

 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP CHALLENGES IN NIGERIA  
 

* Difficulty in securing loan from financial institutions; the major challenges being faced by 

entrepreneurs in Nigeria is the issues of startup capital, this is due to some banks sees lending 

entrepreneurs money as a huge risks, due to the uncertainties surrounding the Nigerian economy. 

Also some of these financial institutions discourage entrepreneurs with their huge collaterals and 

unrealistic interest rates, with this practice by banks a lot of brilliant business ideas washed down 

the drain due to financial constraints (A. Adekoya,2016). 

* Globalization; A two – edge sword – globalization present business with opportunities of 

expansion while simultaneously hinders their opportunities, for growth. Foreign companies are 

able to export production to countries with low labour cost, thus increasing competitions from 

foreign companies in local market; outsourcing production to countries such as China and India 

has lead to a decrease in production, for local manufacturers, sometimes causing them to shut 

down completely. (Eran Eeinstein, 2016). 

* Poor Marketing Skills – most small business owner in Nigeria do not have time to study in 

and out of marketing, what with the many thinks they have to juggle, there is little time for t hem 

to learn skills (Jimi Osheidu, 2017). 

* Minimal Government Assistance – Government to small business in Africa is largely 

inadequate, while some countries such as Nigeria, have implemented programmes are severely 

limited in scope and reach (Eran Eeinstein, 2016). 

* Poor State of the Country Infrastructure – the absence of good infrastructural facilities, 

such as good roads and rail networks, stable electricity, water etc. has been one of major 

problems entrepreneurs are battling in Nigeria, also some of the government programmes cannot 

be implemented successfully without adequate infrastructural facilities. 

* Inconsistent in the Policies of the Government – the in scent change in the policies of the 

government is a challenges being faced by Nigerian entrepreneurs, in time past, it’s found that 

there’s inconsistency in the policies of government which is attributed to the constant change of 

government, some of the policies made does not even last more than four years before the new 

government change it, there is no continuity in the policies of government. 

* Lack of Knowledge in Basic Science and Technology – the role of entrepreneurship in 

economic development involves more than just increasing per capital output and income, it 

involves initiating and constructing change in structure of the business and society. This change 

accompanied by growth & increased output which allows more wealth to be divided by various 

participants. One theory of growth depicts innovations as a key, notably in developing new 
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product and services for the market but also in stimulating investment interest in the new 

ventures being created; the critical point in product evolution is the intersection of knowledge  & 

a reasonable social needs, which being in with product development phase(Baba G.K,2013).  

* Corruption – Widespread of corruption practices in terms of the implementations of the 

government initiatives and programmes, as a result of some head of the agencies  were appointed 

base on political affiliation or compensation, not based on skills and competencies, that it why a 

huge resources where invested for a longtime and the stated objectives were not achieved, due to 

the procurement of licenses, permits and even payment of taxes & levies difficult without 

playing the game of paying bribes and influence. 

* Security Issues – When there no guarantee of security of live and properties, it is difficult to 

carry out a successful investment. Nigerian is experiencing the challenges of kidnappings, 

terrorisms, political instabilities etc, which affect some of the government initiatives and 

programs towards entrepreneurship development in the country. 

* Lack of enforcement of the Nigerian patent laws - is a serious challenges that entrepreneurs 

faced in Nigeria; is the level of competition from foreign companies, which discourages some 

Nigerian entrepreneurs from commercializing their ideas and invention. The situation is 

worsened by the apparent lack of faith in the Nigerian patent law which many entrepreneurs feel 

offers them little protection against piracy, (Baba, G. K, 2013).  

 

 

 PROSPECTS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN NIGERIA 
According to Dangote (2016); Entrepreneur’s play a critical part in the economic development of 

any economy in the following ways: -  

* Promoting Capital Formation; Entrepreneurs promote capital formation by mobilizing the 

idle savings of the public, they employ their own as well as borrowed resources for setting up 

their enterprise. In this way entrepreneurial activities lead to value addition and creation wealth, 

which is very essential for the industrial and economic development of a country. 

* Creating Large – scale Employment Opportunities; Entrepreneurs provides jobs, with the 

evolution of more and more enterprises both small and large scale – numerous job opportunities 

are created for others. As time goes on, these entrepreneurs grow, providing direct and indirect 

employment opportunities to many more. In this way, entrepreneurs play an effective role in 

reducing the problem of unemployment in the country. 

* Promoting Balanced Regional Development; they help to remove regional disparities, 

through setting up of industries in less developed and backward areas. The growth of industries 

and business in these areas in turn lead to a large number of public benefits such as provision of 

transportation networks, health facilities, and educational opportunities etc. This ultimately 

opens up hitherto backward regions for development.  

* Reducing Concentration of Economic Power; Economic power is the natural outcome of 

industrial and business activity. Industrial development normally lead to concentration of 

economic power in the hands of a few individual; which result in the growth of monopolies, the 

birth of small business has help reduced the concentration of economic power in a few hands. In 

effect, entrepreneurship stimulates equitable redistribution of wealth and income. 

* Increasing Gross National Product and per Capital Income; Entrepreneurs being in new 

product & services and develop market for economic growth. In this way they help increase 

Gross National Product as well as Per Capital Income of the people in the country. These in turn 

translate to economic growth and increase in the standard of living of the people. 
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* Innovation, Research & Development; Entrepreneur’s as inventors are responsible for an 

ever increasing number of new innovations in products, services and lifestyles that benefits 

individuals and societies, similarly, successful entrepreneurs are constantly, engaged in reaching 

and developing new ways to solve problems. 

                                                 

  

 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 
 According to Andre van sted (2005); in his analysis on Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth 

in 21 OECD countries, stated that; the estimated model implies that the ‘equilibrium’ number of 

entrepreneurs is different at different stages of economic development. For instance, in the 

upward part of the U – shaped equilibrium relationship, a given level of entrepreneurship may be 

below the optimum for a higher level of economic development, while the same level of 

entrepreneurship is above the optimum for a lower level economic development. Hence, a further 

increase in entrepreneurship positively affects economic growth in the higher income countries, 

while it negatively affects growth in the lower income countries; (as the gap between the actual 

and the equilibrium rate of entrepreneurship becomes bigger). Entrepreneurship plays a different 

role in economies in different stages of economic development. In modern highly developed 

economies, growth is powered by their capacity to innovate and to win new global market for 

their technologically advanced products (McAurthur and Sachs, 2002). In terms of different 

types of economic – managed versus entrepreneurship, Audretsch and Thurik (2001) in their 

study of what is new about the new economy; distinguished the role that entrepreneurship plays 

in lower developed economies is more in line with the manage economy, while, the role of 

entrepreneurship in higher developed economies is more in – line with the entrepreneurial 

economy. Access to credit facilities further increase entrepreneurship risk bearing abilities, 

improve risk copying strategies and enable competition smoothing overtime (Abdul – Kemi & 

Idris, 2014). Also the number of market participant in any industry will have an effect on 

economic growth and this is recognized as another stand of evidence of the role of 

entrepreneurship in economic expansion (Carree and Thurik, 2002).     

 

 

CONCLUSION 
Entrepreneurship is essential strategy for rapid and sustained economic & social development, 

this paper reveal that development of entrepreneurship is important and can stimulated through a 

set of supporting institutions and initiatives. However, there are a lot of challenges, but also there 

are also prospects especially when all necessary resources in form of capital, human resources 

and effective policies are made available in Conducive environment. 
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